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Â· 9.99 but you canâ��t download anything and it is not. The Last Cigarette (paleoanthropology) -
nickfitz ====== mrigor From the article: "And so, of course, that's why we're all here today."
_That_ is why we're all here... Because there was once a civilization that had no smoking. ~~~
smanek That's the title of the original HN submission: ~~~ mrigor Ha! Fixed... I misread it, but
realized after posting. The title of this submission is: The Last Cigarette. This invention relates to a
clamp for establishing a support for supporting workpieces while they are being machined or
processed. It is known to provide clamps and clamping devices for holding a workpiece or a
workpiece support in place during a manufacturing process. In the past it has been required that the
workpiece or workpiece support be rotated about the clamp's axis of rotation in order to move the
workpiece to the desired position to be worked on, if it is necessary to move the workpiece to a
position other than the location at which the workpiece is initially placed. In order to accomplish this
necessary rotation of the workpiece or workpiece support it has been required that the clamp include
an attachment pivotably connected to the workpiece or workpiece support for allowing the
workpiece to move rotationally about the axis of rotation. In addition, it has been necessary to
provide a driving motor to allow the rotation of the workpiece or the workpiece support, either
individually or in unison. It has also been necessary to provide flexible connecting means, such as
cables, belts or the like for moving the workpiece or workpiece support from one location to another
during the machining process.
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